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INTBDDUCTION

Of the four communicative modes involving languagelistening,

speaking, reading, and writingEnglish departments traditionally

have emphasized the latter two. The study of literature forms the

major part of the English curriculums although departments also-

engage in teaching several types of writing. Mile literary

criticism is e:cperiencing unprecedented success and prestige

(some critics believe criticism to be the major literary genre

of the twentieth century), and creative writing- an increasing

popularity with students, freshman composition is becoming more

and more a controversial area. Often faculty complain about the

poor quality of student pap.ers. SAT scores, too, have declined

for twelve successive years, and students are even less prepared

to meet the demands of a more rigorous add competitive university

curriculum. Freshman composition is caught in the middle. It
does not. seem to have done an adequate joh so far, yet the task

confronting it is becoming even mare difficult. Higher education

has begun to question its role in teaching writing, bat the scope

of the inquiry to date is hardly adequate to the magnitude of the

problem. Clearly the time is at hand for more systematic and

critical analysis of freshman composition programs and their role

in the curriculum of higher educatiOn.

An awareness of contemporary issues must be mitigated by an

historical consciousness of the development of the discipline it-

self and its place in the carricultsia. Our analysis will begin

with historical background and continue with a more detailed

discussion of recent problems, not only specific to composition

but also related to general curricular trends. The literature
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today on composition teaching consists in large part of descrip-

tions concerning instructional techniques.

Our next concern will be to present a taxonomy of distinctly

identifiable instructional models abstracted from the literature.

We arranged these models in a manner to facilitate an understanding

not only of historical trends but also of conceptual distinctions

between them.

Our- models will form the basis from which we discuss the

results obtained front a questionnaire seat to twenty institutions.

We received fourteen replies. The questionnaire was designed to

gather comparative data on composition programs among several

institutional types, including private institutions, state univer-

sities, and community calegest as well as to compare course plans,

materials, and activities with final outcomes. A copy of this

questionnaire is included as Appendix.A. The return was divided

equally among-public and private institutions, but the response

from community colleges was disappaiating considering their strong

and innovative representation in the literature.

While our sample was small, our findings are indicative of

general curricular trends in the field of composition teaching.

The reason for this, we feel, is that our study is rooted in

history, as well as in current literature. However, we regard

our findings as only a preliminary step toward a comprehensive

survey of national scope Which we hope to undertake in the near

future.

4
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Often those who bemoan the quality of student writing fail to

realize that English as a discipline did not gain respectability in

the university until roughly 190Q. In the colonial period/ for

exam/et Merivether points out that composition. occupied an insig-

nificant place in the total curriculum. "The manorizing of rules

of gramma, lifeless parsing, with a mere breath of lingnlstics

proper and phonology,* he claims, "about contained the stmi total

of requirement in formal English. f One reason for this is that

until the mid-eighteenth century English. was not even the official

language of higher education.2 When. English did gain acceptance,

what little study occurred was incorporated into the larger realm

of rhetoric, a subject based upon classical principles and empha,

sizing oratory to a greater extent than written expression. Despite

attempts at reform in the first half of the -nineteenth century,-

the first professorship of English_ was only established 1.12

Others followed in rapid succession.3 After the Civil War, the

rise in English_ studies paralleled such other curricular_ trends

as the expansion of foreign languages and the natural sciences,

increasing specialization, influenced by the German ideal,. and

the elective system. However/ the two dominant trends in English

were philology and literature. Composition played a subsidiary-

role to these two areasas ft still does todar.

As English. gained academie respectability at the turn of the

century, it became increasingly characterized as the study of Litera-

ture. L general curricular trend at this time was for' certAtr

subjects/ traditionally part of the college curriculum, to be

moved down into secondary schools. In factr the high school

5



curriculum became defined by-college requirements. Consequently,

college educators felt that grammar_ and composition were the pri-;

many responsibility of high. schools and literature the province of

the university. In response to this trend, the National Council

of Teachers of English (NCTE) was founded. in 1911. The Haste

Report of 1917, sponsored by the National Joint Committee on

English, argued that: the preparatory- function was a small part of

the college English curriculum and, instead, English courses

should "develop studemtst writing skills functianany. After

1917, the NOTE: was primarily- concerned with. establishing and

propagating
systematic rules of grammar as the basis of good

writing.5 While the influence of NOTE was largely felt in

secondary education, their attitude toward composition has since

proved pervasive in colleges as well.

I
Junior colleges were among the first to stress the importance

kof compositionirepostsecondary-education,
esperiimy after 1920

when they began to gain a sense of their distinct identity.

Whitney found in 1.92a that of thirty public and private juntor

colleges surveyed, all offered freshman rhetoric- while only

twentytwo offered surveystof British. literature. Falls, sur

veying 279 junior colleges in 1931, found that 270 offered fresh*.

man. composition and 273 offered courses in literature. This

began a pattern culminating,today-in the dominance of composition

courses in tne community college English.curriculum.15

After World War II certain innovations began to creep into

the English curriculums. Remedial programs began to spread from

one campus tc another, reading and: writing labs sprang up, and

theories of functional gramar grew in reaction to what was



perceived as the rigidity of traditional grammar. Many of these

innovations led institutions in the early 1950's to move toward

communications courses, which, according to Laser, were "the most

publicized and the most disputed change in the teaching of English

composition during the past decade. K7 Originally developed by

Stephens College in 1940, communica-tions courses emphasized reading,

writingr speaking:, and listening skills, adhered to the philosophy'

that any means are acceptable for improving quilrm, and gave

students more control aver their learning activities. In effect,

these courses were forerunners of the current emphasis upon

behavioral theory as an instructional tectuxologyt selfpacing,

performance objectives, modular units, and 13._7souaLizing.

The advent of the Sputnik era. in 1957 drew public attention.

to America's inadequate instructional technology in the face of

the Soviet threat, and demands arose for reappraisal of our

educational system. School desegregation, brocktitt on by the

Civil Rights Movement, also affected education by making college

accessible to those whose law proficiency- in standard English

created new demands for the language skills necessary to succeed

in a meri.tocracy.8 The arrival of the non-traditional strident on

campus had little direct effect on the academic curriculum at

first; since. then,. however, its impact has been immense. According

to Patricia Cross, "what started as a simple approach to equality'

thrc ugh. lowering the access barriers to colleges has turned into

an educational revolution involving all of higher education. The

revolution has reached the heart of the educational enterprise- -

the instructional process itself. "9
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In English, innovations had few advocates in the late 1950's

and literature remained the dominant area or study in colleges and

universities. Partly this can be ascribed to what Jencks and

Riesmatx call meritocracy, the idea that notable academic achieve._

meat is intrinsically related to *getting ahead in life.40

High. standards of academic achievement and the downward shift

of specialized knowledge into the first two. years of the college

curriculum led many English educators to feel that composition

was a basic requiivemen.t for entrance into college and not an area

of study in itself. Freshman composition courses were felt to

serve a remedial- fturetion drawing for their student population

those who failed to meet the competence requirements, established

by individual institutions. Kitzhaber noted. in his 1963 study

that English departments seemed prepared to abandon composition

after observing "a minimum standard- of correctness in written

nglish.as though mere correctness were all that one should

teach: in a composition course, as though correct writing; were

necessarily the same as good writIng.'111 The University of

Chicago, for example,. eliminated freshman composition in. 1965

and has only reinstituted it this past year.12

Enough_ programs remained, however, so that Bonnie Nelson

could report in 1968 upon the prevalence of broader philosophies

than mere "correctness." In her study the mast comprehensive

to date,. she distinguishes three main approaches to composition

teaching: the "practical,* the sold liberal,.* and the *new

liberal." The practical approach emphasizes review of grammar,

mechanics, and vocabulary y, critical analysts of reading passages,

and structural development of sentences and paragraphs. The

8



hard data provided by Nelson demonstrate/ that the study of litera-

ture is the main. area of application for the practical approach.

The construction, of student essays is predicated upon the- analysis

of literary selections. The Old. Liberal approach. stresses concepts

of rhetoric over mere mechanics. FUndamental principles of clarity

and. argumentation. are considered to be prerequisite to effective

writing. Modes of discourse are *Wal' by which a student is to

learn. such basic techniques of expository writing as summary,

narration, Imitation+ and comparison and contrast. In effect,

the essay models are often studied as literature rather Aan as

models far students to emulate. The doctrine behind the New

Liberal, the most "radical° of Nalsonts three approaches, is

that individual creativity should be fostered in the classroom,

and that experimentation, innovation, and flexibility should be

encouraged. Specific techniques include free writing, experience-

based compositdani a tolerance of dialects, and an increased

student voice in classroom management.13

New Liberal practices, clearly a reaction to meritocracy,

were largely confined to community colleges, although. they never

gained widespread acceptance evemthere. Most four -year colleges

and universities employed either practical or Old Liberal

approaches. Twant -five per cent of all programs examined by

Nelson were practical (literature-centered), thirty-seven per

cent Old Lituaral (rhetoric-centered), and thirty.peightper-cent

a combination. of the two (rhetoric-as-literature). These

programs, inather-words, required a substantial amount of

reading to teach a iting,. which Nelson saw as an increasing

14
trend.
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Nelson's conclusion is understandable considering the rise of

literary criticism and its dominance in English departments. sow -

ever, analysis of the relevant literature and of academic and

social events since 1968 show her projection. to be not entirely

accurate. Waile many universities still employ the literature.

based approach., changes have occurred and more substantial ones

are still to come. The Social forces_ of the Sputnik era and the

advent of the non-traditional student have had their inevitable,

if gradual, impact on academic attitudes and on instructional

technology. By the same token, economic recession in the 1970's

has accelerated public_ demands for accountability in education.

"The twelve-year-long decline in Scholastic Aptitude Test scores

. . . especially sharp in verbal skills," might not have seethed

too newsworthy to English professionals in the university, but

Newsweek thought otherwise and focused national attention on the

problem with its December 8, 1975, cover story, "Why Johnny Can't

Wate.*1 5 The article provides a useful_ general picture, not

only noting strategies adopted by some universities to. combat

the problem,. but also pinpointing the *standard English versus

dialects* issue as a. crucial one. In. our next section, we shall

detail some of the contemporary issues related to problems in

composition teeehi ng.

10
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CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN COMPOSITION TEACHING

If declining SAT scores are symptoms of diseased writing,

the bewildering range of prescriptions advocated by aspecotaii stsit

indicates a lack of proper diagnosis. Although. symptomatic treat

ment may be appropriate for individual cases, more sophisticated

diagnosis, con-saltation, perhaps even radical surgenyr are

necessary, since the disease is not located at the extremities

of either content or method, but rather at the core of the

writing =Tina= itself, the assmned relationship between

reading and writing.

Most people believe that reading_ and writing_ have an intrinsic

relationship. Bath. are commlunicative acts involving language,

and bath attempt to order experience through patterns of lords.

At this time, however,. there is no direct knowledge/thaw ,reading

input is transformed into writing output in terms at the physical

operations of the brain or of the cognitive processes of the, mind.

Yet. the majority of all colleges and universities enaploying

practical or Old Liberal approaches (63%) assign large amounts

of reading. Clearly the capacity of the universities for

sophisticated critical thinking-- has not been adequately ewes.

cised here. Essentially- educators do not understand that they

are asking their students to do.

As a result, many of the tasks which students actually

engage in have little direct relation to gaining skill in

writing. Nelson. paints out that hardly anybody knows how to

use literature to teach composition.16 Certainly, literary

analysis of a novelr poem, or play probably will not help

freshmen with problems in their own writing. And there is



little guarantee that the skills gained in this approach will be

portable enough to be useful in other courses.

Because mar classes do not deal explicitly with how to write,

the teacher must fall back on grammar and mechanics as evaluative

standards. In some programs, grammar is not- taught_ in any explicit

fashion; then the student is evaluated on material completely

external to the major teaching thrust of the course. In our

opinion, this is a contradictory procedure. Other programs do

teach grammar, but the research findings dispute such a policy.

As Braddock states,

In view of the widespread agreement of research

studies based upon many types of students and

teachers, the conclusion can be stated in strong

and unqualified terms: the teaching of formal

gram/wm has a negligible or, because it usually

displaces some instruction and practice in actual

composition, even a harmful_ effect on the improve-

ment of writing.17

The mainstay of the rhetorical approach, imitation of essay-

models, is also subject to question.. To imitate, students must

understand what they are imitating and thus must analyze the

models. But analysizi a complex process involving sophisticated

recognition ckins, does not lead directly to synthesis except

for the most advanced students. The more types of models thti

student must deal with, the more analysis he must perform, with

Tittle chance to apply even a few of the concepts he might

acquire. Professional writers study writing as craftsmen.

They gain their craft partly from imitation, but only gradually

with. much. practice over a period of years. They do not assimi-

late all the basics in a fourteen-week semester. Students may

well learn to recognize °good" prose, but as Braddock points out,
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"it is fair to say that almost nothing has been proved in a

scientific sense about the rhetorical aspects of written composi-

tion."18 In fact, he notes as a b- -et unexplored, research

area,. "the effects of various kings aad amounts of reading on the

quality and kinds of writing a person does. M19

The New Liberal approach is commendable for its emphasis

upon the student's individuality and creativity-. Nevertheless

it suffers from the same malady as do many of the practical and

Old Liberal progrmas.namely, it is content-centered wl the

content itself is tenuous, ranging from empirical observations

concerning the student's ovn experiences to intimate self-revels.

Lion and confession. The student's' attention is not devoted in

large part toward the 0111 s of writing; rather, his 11.1's and

experiences are Substituted for literary selections or prase

models, and instead of mimicking his betters, he exposes himself

to the delight of his teacher.

A further drawback to the New Liberal: approach is that not

all students are ready for self-revelation or able to carry it
out with any more skill than they could imitations of prose models&

Indeed.r may are uncomfortable is an environment without restraints

and perform only according to minimal standards. Still a further

prahlem is evaluation. How can. a tes.chsc constructivekr. "criti-

cize" a student's personal exiresidons of identity or _sling?

Lest our dismission seem too polemical,. we must note that

the problems pointed out emerge from the theortes Behind the

instructional methods and represent external. constratrts placed

upon the human interaction between teacher and student. Certainly,

there are other areas of the curriculum equally germane to the

13
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problematic nature of composition teaching. Because the knowledge

base is clearly deficient and because little effort has been put

into the task, the trainitg. of composition. teachers is inadequate.

At best, this training takes the SLIM font and emphasis as fresh,

man composition. itself, but on a more sophisticated level; at

worst* prospective teachers are sdmpl.y neither trained nor

equipped to teach writing. The application of the technocratic

curricular model to English study has been responsible to a large

degree for the growth of literary criticism and for the prestige

which critics enjoy today. Thus, graduate departments train and

produce aspiring literary critics, rho have little luzewledge about,

and even less interest in, teething expository prase. The conse-

quences are stated succinctly by Jane Walpole in her 1974 article,

',Why Johnny- Can't Write": elitigLtsti teachers don't nave the tine

to teach composition. English teachers don't know how to teach

composition. And English teachers don't much want to_ teach

composition, anyway.' al Or, as Ibnald Elkin, Assistant Director

of Expository Writing at Harvard, wrote to President Bak.:

Developing one's scholarly credentials and helping
undergraduates improve their writing ox only a short
way together. To tie pinery responsibility. for
teaching writing on those who wart visions of careers
elsewhere is to find Imo often jaw failure promised:
gro man can serve tan masters.liel

While no single person,. institution, or idea can be singled

out for blaze, it is clear that the most influential factor involved

concerns the predominance of literary research at the advanced

graduate level. If scholars deal uLth the actual writing process

at all, they do so only tangentially in commenting upon the

14
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stylistic peculiarities of acknowledged "masters,'' or in more

sophisticated bibliographic study, which investigates the relatione.

ship between written draft and printed text. Although recent

attention to the problem may cause profound changes in Baal&

research, needed studies in composition KUMAr do not exist at

this time. As Braddock states,

Today's research in composition, taken as a whole,

may be compared to chemical research as it emerged

from the period of alchemy: some terms are being
defined usefully, a number of procedures are being
refined, but the field as a whole is laced ILA.
dreams, prejudices, and makeshiftoperations.44

UhileBraddoCkls study vas published in 1963, we believe

that the picture he presented is an accurate reflection of the

situation prevailing is most colleges and universities until at

least 1973. Uhat little substantial research there is has been

performed.- -if not always effectively applied --at the elementary,

secondary, and community college levels. Brown's A.Belectimijet

Annotated,Bibliographygathe Teaching of Freshman Comoosition

in.:--p..1tr-Year-Colleges (1975) surveyed some of the signifi-

cant literature since 1963, much of it relatively recent. Among

the forty-four items listed in the bibliography, eleven are

theoretical or test - sand - technique (evaluations which are not

substantially research - based. Fourteen items pertain to four-

year colleges specifically, and nineteen to two -year institutions.

Those concerning foam -year colleges largely deal with New Liberal

programs or with problems in evaluation. A few of the evaluation

studies show that independent readers can remake consensus about

grades for particular papers. The majority? however, indicate

theta given paper may receive grades ranging from "A* to *F.*

15



The two-year college related items deal primarily with establishing

objectives for composition courses.23 No-year colleges, then,

would seem to be more directly in tune with the social trend

towards accountability.

The failure of college programs to attend to and produce

relevant research has also affected concepts of the role which

freshman composition plays in the curriculum. According to Paula

Johnson of Tale,

One problem is the tension between the course's

dual aims--to introduce, literature and modern

techniques of interpretation while trying to

develop writing skills, sometimes at an elemen-

tary level. The second problem is the mtde diver-

city of students' needs and interests."

The issue in question here, the relationship between freshman

composition and other cQurses in the curriculum, bears something

of its resolution within its own framework. Literary-criticism

Skills have no intrinsic relation to the skills involved in

good writing; and today's pragmatic student may be motivated to

pursue what has the most utility forhim. Clearly, the basic

curricular functions of freshman composition must` be researched

and reassessed. with these facts in mind.

Our own research efforts have been devoted to oollecting

data aboutt actual practices on the contemporary scene. Our

findings show that reassessment is beginning and changes are

occurring. Nelsces three categories --practical, Old Liberal

and New Liberal --were sufficient for 1964 but we feel that

they are too general to understand contemporary developments.

In our next section, we shall outline six instructional, models

which not only are necessary to tally comprehend recent trends,

16
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but also aid in clarifying the history of composition teaching to

date.

=MODELS FOR COMPOSITION TEAMING

Instructional models for composition have been examined

previously with categories so broad as to obscure real differences

between methods. The taxonomy presented here is intended, through

its greater specificity, to facilitate an understanding of the

historical relations and an analysis of the conceptual distinctions

between the major identifiable approaches. Fbr the sake of

clarity, va present each model as composed of the ideal features

of a particular theory. In practicer the models do not emerge

as so necessarily
distinctfeatures of one may overlap with those

of another. We wish to distinguish the hybrids from their ancestry

and display each model in its most coherent outline. On page exteen

is a chart which shows our taxonomy at a glance,. and aids compa

risons among the models.

GrmmmuriggICompositica

Although the grammar and composition model is more applicable

to secondary education, its influence has been pervasive in_ the

college curriculum, especially in the early years following the

formation: of the ACTS. Fbrmal grwmmmr.did dominate some fresh.

man ompositionaprogramsr particularly in the early stages of

junior college development, and even today it sometimes occupies

part of a semester's course. Where it is not formally taught,

its effect is still felt through_ manuals such as the Katbract

4.'



TA1D!Kfl. OF MODELS

Goals/Outcomes Emphasis Classroom
Activities

Learning/
Knowledge

Evaluation

Grammar and
Composition

mechanical
correctness,
logical strums --
ture

rules, medhani.-
cal analysis,
small units ta
large

drill, exercise
lecture

mechanics, sail-
tence-paragraphp.
essay construe-
tion

objective, mach-
anical mastery

Linguistics applications of
linguistic pat,
terns

patterns of
usage

learn sentence
patterns

transforms-
tional grammar,
skills

standards of usage

Literary critical read-.1
ing, apppplication
to writing

literary criti
clam, genres

lecture, dis-
cussion of
readings

skills of lite-
nary analysis

mechanics and
content

Essay expository prose imitation, modes
of discourse

lecture, dis-
cussion of modes

rhetorical
principles

rhetoric, content

Radical

,

self-expression creativity,
sensitivityr
dialect and
communication

. .

topical issues,
free writing,
encounter group

self as source subjective standards,
not emphasized

Editing quality through
revision

stages of
writing.and
revision

discussion, of
student papers,
writing, con-
ferences

writing as
craft

objective l comple-
tion of stages

1S
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College Handbook or Prentice-W1's Handbook for Writers. The

major reason why formal grammar is not studied more extensively

Is that it is usually regarded as a prerequisite to college

entry, so that its teaching is viewed as essentially remedial.

As we envision it, a grammar and composition course is

predicated upon the assumption that the correct mechanical usage

of language insures acceptable writing. In this respect, the

goal of such a course is to instill in the student a knowledge of

Ehglish.grammarand hope that such knowledge will result in_ his

writing better essays. :beginning with individual parts-of-speech

and'moving through sentence, paragraph, and essay structure, the

elaborate artifice of language is presented to the student as a

vast,. mechanical system in which individual units are joined by

an intricate but logical network of grammatical connections.

Bbaluatimis based upon objective exercises in. which recognition

skills are tested, and these exercises consume a major portion of

class time. Actual writing is seldom stressed and then only as

an activity designed to examige a student's correct application

of the principles which he has been taught.

Linguistics

Stemming from nineteenth-century philology, linguistics was

influenced by the grammatical concerns of the NCTE;--who, in turn,

were interested in developing a linguistically -based grammar,,

and has re-emerged as a distinct discipline involving B. F. Skinner.

and Noam Chomsky. The few linguistic approaches to composition,

howeverr have been slow to emerge, as linguistics attempts such

ultimate questions as the nature of mind. Transformational

20
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grammar, the dominant contemporary theory, is a systematic approach

to understanding creativity, the ability of people to say things

new and differently. The ideal for composition:, then, would be

an instructional method which teaches students to say things which

are better because they are different. To date, however, most

research. has been descriptive of variations in patterns.

Students in the few classrooms employing this method are led to

consider the implications of saying something a variety of ways

and thereby-increase their sensitivity to language. We should

note at this point that none of the institutions which we surveyed

employ such a method; examples are reported in current literature,

though, and we have encountered two textbooks based upon trans

formational grammar.

Literary

Since World War Er, when literary criticism claimed the

status of a distinct discipline in its own rightr literature has

been. the primary medium for =position. teaching in American

colleges and universities. The principles a critical analysis,

Applied to literary selections during class meetings, furnish

the student with the content for his papers. Hiszown attempts

to apply the principles are intended to be an aid in actually

writing. Lectures are the major method of instruction, although

in recent years class discussions have played an increasingly

important role. Both lectures and discussions relate primarily

to the particular selection under examination.. Weekly themes

are graded according to both content and mechanics, but the
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mechanics of grammar and structure are purely the student's own

responsibility--he is required to have a grammar'and composition

"Handbook' which he can consult about any problem areas. The

relation: between. the literature studied and the themes assigned

maybe prescribed by the teacher or may be implicit (a certain

number of themes being 'quest-at set intervals throughout the

semester. or quarter). Often, there is little spoken communication

regarding individual pagers; while most professors specify office

hours, cannemts are: largely confined to written notes on. the

papers themselves.

Certainly one of the oldest. communication arts, rhetoric

was part of the university curriculum long before the advent of

English departments, and originally was intended to teach artful

oral discourse. While the student author has often been urged

to seek a distinctive voice, the relationship between speech. and

writing is not yet understood. The classical principles of

Aristotle and Quintillanrhawever, have given way im the twentieth

century to modes of discourse (desattpticahrnarration) and

techniques of argumentation (logic, analogy, comparison and don.

treat), which. are somewhat less formal methods for organizing

thought. Exemplary models by noted contemporary essayists on

topical subjects are. anal-. ad through lecture and discussion in

a manner intended to facilitate and encourage student imitations.

The goal of this model, clear expository prase, is evaluated in,

the ability of the student to demonstrate his use of rhetorical.
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modes of thought in structuring his papers.

Radical

Clearly a reaction to the inability of previous models to

effectively teach writing, the radical model dispenses with

formal structure and advocates self-expression. Drawing upon

the premise that writiag is only effective when the writer has

a need to express personal thoughts or experiences, radical pro-

grams try to break the "Writer's block* by involving students in

meaningful writing ,experiences. In this senser students are

urged to write about anything that concerns them. Restrictions

concerning subjectimatter are removed and grades de-emphasized

in an effort to promote an environment in which honesty flourishes.

Evaluation is often necessarily subjective and quantity is often.

equated with improvement. The quality of a student is prose is

judged only in relation to his earlier work. Students have a

great deal of say in classroommanagementl topical issues often

forming the basis for spontaneous group di scissions which may last

several minutes or several heurs, depending upon the enthusiasm

and interest generated by the discussions. Encouraged to use

,their own dialects or expressions in both speomhanddwritingr

students spend a large portion of their time engaged in free

writing exercises or in composing their own journals. Writing

itself is seen as but one of mamy'modes of communication and is

considered to be neither more nor less important than any other

mode.
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Editing

While -evision has long played a part, often the most painful

part, in all other models, it has largely been a matter of

correcting mechanical errors,- plus some reorganization, a week

or more after the paper's initial submission. Only within the

last ten years has the editing approach emerged as a clear alter-

native in the field, and just within the last few years has

editing been taught as a qkTiled process 'which the student may

practice in a structured fashion while actually writing. The

older methods combine lecture with the discussion of individual

student papers to discover and develop principles of clear expo-

sition. While the teacher may be well versed in rhetorical

principles, the discussion insures that evaluation is at least

somewhat a matter of consensus. In any case, students-do get

feedback from several sources on whether they can communicate

what they mean to say, and in addition they are able to compare

the work of their peers to their own.

The most recent developments teach students to mimic the

practice of the professional writer, rather than his finished

product. Most professionals achieve their polished results ('
4

over several drafts and a period of time. The editing approach.

assures the student a passing grade if he completes each stage

of an editing process such as the following: make a list;

organize specifics; develop point of view; correct grammar;

improve diction. This example functions as a structured guide

for studeqtrevision and as a five-stage diagnostic tool foif

the teacher. While diagnosis of student problems is symptomatic,
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it is consistent, highly individualized, and systematic. During

class, while students work on their papers, the instructor has

mini-conferences with those who are ready to present what work

they have completed. Conferences outside the classroom setting

are frequently scheduled, which allows the editing approach to

enjoy the advantages of personalized instruction.

The sequence of our taxonomy has adhered to the actual

pattern of historical development while displaying the approaches

as distinctly as possible. Referring now, however, to the chart

on page twenty-three, a guide to understanding the taxonomy, we

wish to clarify the historical development of the six methods in

a discussion of the conceptual relationships between them.

Viewed as a whole, the model displays the contemporary scene;

its arrangement also represents the historical flow and conceptual

relationships between methods. Movement from left to right

indicates not only the transition from the, past to the present,

but also a change in emphasis from form toward content. According

to these categories, three main groups emerge from the taxonomy.

Movement from top to bottom also illustrates past to present

trends, and another form - content contrast which represents ela-

boration within each of the three groups, and which is most

usefully conceptualized as a shift. from the artificial to the

real.

The grammar-based approaches (which include
the grammar

and linguistics models) are the most formally oriented, while

the literature-based isythe most content-centered. The rhetoric-



FORM

Part

(Grammar-based approaches)
4,

Grammar

rules of usage

sentence structure

artificial usage

prescriptive

(Rhetoric based approaches)

Essay Models

modes of discourse

rhetorical structure

formal strategy

descriptive of types

Edit

Linguistics process editing

usage patterns revising strategy

language structure student essays

real usage

transformational grammar

26

CONTENT

Whole

(Literary-based approaches)

Literature

genre study

thematic structure

implicit rules

literary criticism

pre-ipost-edkcing

informal strategy

essaysiliteratmre

Radical

self-expression

unstructured

away from rules

introspective
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based approaches have a combined emphasis and thus fall in the

middle along the form-content continuum. Because elaboration

within these three main groups has occurred in analogous ways,

involving shifts in their emphases on rules, a discussion of the

model will aid in. understanding how the groups
are differentiated.

Grammar is an abstract systems (abstract in the sense that the

principles advocated conform only theoretically to "real" usage)

based on logical standards and rules which may be applied to

construct correct sentences. Groups of such sentences form para.-

graphs, and paragraphs, essays. Students must acquire this

logical system of building from small units to larger wholes.

Linguistics, too, has its artificial systems; these have

evolved, however, from studying real utterances with a view to

understanding relationships between their various parts. Lin,-

guistics describes actual cases rather than prescribing ideal.

practices. On a practical level, it can sensitize students to,

different ways of saying the same thing and to why (and howl

these ways are different. Linguistics has no inherent scheme

for building whole essays and remains a npioWtmethod. Both

grammar and linguistics, however, do deal in explicitly defined

ways with aspects of the process of writing, because they stem

from an analytic knowledge base concerned with the structure of

language.

Because the literature-based approaches lack the mechanical,

analytic elements of grammar and linguistics, they have no real

vocabulary for considering the process of student writing. The

mare formal literary method does deal with writing, but that

writing is literature and not of the type which students might

28
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successfully imitate. Students must assimilate a conceptual, critical

system with fewor no--explicitly taught
techniques at the same time

that they are attempting to write. Because the content-centered

lectures are intended to furnish students with some kind of example,

and because the literary works tend to be considered thematicAlly,

the literary approach is a whole method. It does not build from

small units; nevertheless, the small-unit system of grammar is

frequently regarded as prerequisite and invoked as an evaluative

standard.

Pure, whole methods are intrinsically less formal than those

which build from parts. Less formal still, than the literary

approach is another whole method, the radical, which dispenses

with literary criticism and mechanics, substituting a simpler,

affective emphasis designed to increase writing production.

External content is dispensed with and replaced by internal con-

tent. The respect awarded to literary works themselves-for

their creativity and originality--is transferred to student

writing instead, and the content which the literature furnished

is now provided by the student's own life and experience.

Students may write considerable amounts under such an approach,

but the affective emphasis and positive reinforcement render

standards problematic and not intrinsic to writing itself.

Improvement, in. such an instance, would seem a' matter of chance.

Whole methods alone seem insufficient.

All rhetoric-based approaches combine part and whole methods.

The essay models themselves are examples of the whole, finished

product the student strives to emulate. Practice in the modes

of discourse and study of rhetorical structure teach the student
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the smaller units comprising the whole models which he may use to

compose his own essays. This method makes sense on paper; how

ever, it still lacks a concrete vocabulary for dealing with writing

as such and traffics instead in tyres and structures of concepts.

In effect, this method teaches techniques of thJfikingt plus methods

for organizing thought, and assumes that the writing will naturally

follow. It does seem less formal and inhibiting than grammar, yet

more explicit in dealing with writing than the literary approach.

When, as in some cases, the models are treated as literature, and

made the subjects of student papers (Nelson found 38% of all

college and universityprograms
utilizing such a practice), the

method is less effective. In its purer and mare systematic sense,

the study of models has been proven from time immemorial as a

method for teaching writers.. In the past, however, it was not

confined to a fourteen --week semesters. Mast methods would prove

effective if practiced long enough and,. in any case, would have

some effect. If the goalt however, of a composition course is

to improve student writing, the essay models and literary approach

do not seem most appropriate, given present curricular constraints.

In recent years, two different editing approaches have emerged

from the essay models method.
Pre/post-editing may or may not

include essay models; if it does, the models will not. be as exten

sively studied as they would under a more traditional method.

Similarly pre/Post..editing may be employed in a literary approach/

though of necessity the amount and discussion of readings assigned

must be substantially
reduced. In its emphasis upon student

writingr this approach, is similar to the radical. The essential

difference, however, is that the pre/Post,editing approach

attains a much greater degree of control over the writing process.
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It combines pre-writing discussions Of strategy and audience with

post-writing analysis and discussion of student papers. The pre.

uriting discussions are an informal way for students to develop

,heir own standards of rhetoric, and the post..writing discussions

provide a basis for revision. In such an instance, student papers

have displaced the essay models while becoming themselves models,

or reference points, for future papers. This change represents a

shift toward articulating objectives (prewriting) and verifying

outcomes (post-writing). Since rhetorical principles are implicit,

the approach_ s less conceptual than essay models and closer to

the writing process.

Process editing embodies the realization that composition is

a skill rather than a conceptual, abstract system. Though it does

have conceptual and grammatical aspects, process editing--as its

name implies--is primarily concerned with the writing process it-

self and thus defines itself by an expanding sequence of specified

writing tasks leading to a whole paper. In other words, process

editing is a'systematic revising scheme.

One such scheme is that. of Roger Garrison; (outlined on page

twenty -one). At each stage of revision, student and instructor .

negotiate about whether the task has been accomplished successfully.

In this respect, an orderlyr controlled progression toward the

finished paper is insured. The progression, while formal, is not

concept- or content-centered and can adjust as needed to the

student's own thought., Persistent process editing instruction

throughout a semester produces obvious results in a short time

span. In addition,. the advantageous element of personalization

enters into the writing curriculum.
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Other methods are probably not so damaging to students as our

polemical tone might, at times, suggest; however, we do believe

process editing to be the most promising development in the compo-

sition curriculum, and we hope to test our opinion soon in a

further research study. Process editing seems, we feelt to take

the best advantage of recent developments in instructional techno-

logy. In addition, it is the first method based on the crucial.

realization that composition. is a writing skill and, as such,

must be taught in terms of the actual writing tasks involved

and not on a mechanioalt conceptual, or content-centered scheme.

In our next section, we present the findings of our survey

interpreted in light of the categories developed for the taxonomy

of methods.

FINDINGS -

Our survey was not designed as a statistical study. Accordingly,

the institutions were not chosen in a random manner, and quantita-

tively an accurate distribution of contemporary practices cannot

be projected from our data. However, certain significant patterns

do emerge, which we hope to illustrate in this sectian.

We sent questionnaires to twenty institutions and received

data from the following: the University of California at Berkeley-,

California State College at Stanislaus, the University-of Chicago,

Harvard University, the University of Maryland, Mary Baldwin. College,

the University of Richmond, Virginia Polytechnic Institute,

Washington & Lee:University, William & Mary College, Yale University,

the University of Virginia, J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College

(Richmond, VA), and Piedmont Virginia Community College (Charlottes-
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vine, VA). Besides responding to the questionnaire, many institu-

tions sent course pimp, syllabi, catalog descriptions, and other

rel materials.

We found no distinct grammar and composition approaches among

these institutions. &waver, a few schools teach. strictly grammar

in their remedial programs (which should not be confused with fresh-

man composition) , and the University of Maryland emphasizes grammar

on competency exams, which a student is required to take during the

semester. -Additionfly, implicit grammar instruction is provided

by the use of handbooks (see pp. 1547) at Mary-Baldwin Richmond,

and wr. None of the institutions surveyed utilizes a linguistics

approach. In. a. pure sense, the literary approach. is employed by

VPI and Richmond. It is also predominant at Berkeley, Mary Baldwin,

and Yale (though Yale is currently in the-process of revising its

entire freshman composition program).- Literary readings are

assigned at Stantslaus Harvard, Maryland,. and Washington & Lee.

Virtually every institution has some aspect of its program

related to the essay-models approach., Stantslaus, Harvard, Meryl-

land, and*Willian & Mary giving it the most emphasis. Understand-

ably, the schools emphasizing literature the. most tend to de-

emphasize rhetoric. Many,. however, do teach techniques for

library research papers, an elaboration of the grammar and compo-

sition approach. At VPI, for example, students are required

itt) work with secondary sources in. the library.*26

The University of Chicago seems closest to the pre-/post-

editing method in their emphasis upon student papers. According

to Joseph M. Williams, Associate Chairman, "we spend most of our

time talking about writing, using examples from students to
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analyze, discuss, and revise."27 However, most of the analysis,

discussion, and revision seems to be limited only to finished

papers, so that the "pre-editing" aspect is largely neglected.

Nine other in.stitut.ons, to a greater or lesser extent, utilize

student papers as models--Berkeley, Stani.slaus, Harvard, Maryland,

Washington. & Lee, William & Mary, Virginia, J. Sergeant Reynolds,

and Piedmont.

Piedmont has the only process editing approach, utilizing

Garrison's five-step method for writIng. Simi larly,. the radical

approach was rarely encountered in our survey, only Berkeley

illustrating certain characteristics of a radical method. Many

of the freshman courses there are taught_ by graduate students,

and, though literary in nature, some of these courses emphasized

radical principles. One instructor, for instance, lists as a

goal in his course description.: "students will bring to class

written questions provoked by their reading. These 'Willi

provide the student with essay topics of personal significance,

so his/her writing becomes an effort toward self-discovery and not

just academic achievement."28 Other instructors, however,

emphasize different approaches, ranging from the "pure° literary

(presented half-apologetteally)--"the basic assumption of the course

is that the critical study of literature can impart humanistic

skills of appreciation,- awareness, and articulation, applicable to

realms other than art--yes, even to the 'real' world of a Un.iver,

sity term paper" ..to a'post-editing method: "we will discuss

student papers . . . as if they were rough drafts and we were

assisting the writers in preparing final drafts. "29
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The approaches we noted and compared through content analysis

for our taxonomy were distinct because they were theoretical in

nature- -"paper" plans, if you will, which can be evaluated strictly

on their own terms. In reality, most programs are "bastards"

if for no other reason than the,interacttan between instructional

necessity and curricular structure. It must be remembered, there-

fore, that the categories we use in this section are no longer

normative but indicate areas of emphasis. Our main thrust in

discussing the findings will consist of an elaboration of the

real, as opposed to the "paper," curriculum. Waere relevant, we

Shall also consider instructional matters.

Joseph Axelrod, in his extensive analysis of the curricular-

instructional subsystem in higher education, presents useful cate-

gories for considering curriculum.30 While what he terms "struc-

tural elements" only roughly correspond to the curricular dimension

of his subsystem, his categoriescontent, schedule, and certifi-

cation- -prove exceedingly valuable for organizing the findings,

.rom the questionnaire. Texts and textual emphasis, the relation-

ship between reading and writing assignments, and coordination with

other courses are content-related areas. Conference and referral

policies are scheduling matters, while goals, evaluation, and

student response concern certification. Although classroom

1 activities is clearly a methodological question, instructional

ramifications are rooted in a number of the curricular issues.

It is for this reason that Axelrod prefers to consider the whole

"curricular-instructional subsystem."
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Content

Conceptually, content may be isolated in the Curricular sub-

system. Technically, it seems to fall between goals and evaluation

standards is the certification process, because content is the

basic medium ,through which the curriculum is realized. Involved

in content are the knowledge base and the actual materials pre-

sented for study. Oui theoretical discussion was concerned with

the knowledge bases for distinct approaches. Recounting our

findings will indicate the fusion which occurs in practice.

Literary programs tend to emphasize examples of genres.

Examples are voluminous so that substantial amounts of reading

are required. Richmond, for example; demands 1500 and 2000 pages

respectively in a two semester sequence.
Yale, as mentioned on

page fourteen, sees a conflict in its program because of dual aims:

in a course where a large amount of reading is stipulated, writing

content is necessarily displaced. Washington & Lee, in addition

to literary selections, employs a rhetoric text -Telling WtitirK.

Essay models programs utilize rhetorical readings. Stanislaus,

for exampler uses The Whole Thing, 'while Mary Baldwin selects two

essays per week from The Norton Reader (perhaps the most popular'

of all essay texts). Maryland employs texts ranging from The

Norton Reader (which.) they claim, "maintains its supremacy in the

field of essay anthologies") to Rhetorical Considerations (which.

"proves to be exceptional by presenting interesting modern

essays.. in a traditional rhetorical manner, tdereby providing

illustrative material both for discussion and imitation') .31

They believe that Jacqueline Berke's Twenty,Questions, is "the

best rhetoric reader available," but "of the fifteen or so
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rhetoric handbooks which the text committee reviewed this year,

Strategies of Rhetoric is the only one which fulfilled most of

the needs of 101-.4' The problem with most rhetorical texts, however,

is that no single one is completely satisfactory. As the text

committee at Maryland says, concerning Strategies of Rhetoric:

"even this one, however, is hardly THE rhetoric you've been waiting

for.", Perhaps this is one reason why- the Freshman Committee on

Expository Writing at Harvard recommended that The Norton Reader

be replaced by Strunk and White's Elements of style, and the

Style Sheet.32

Both Harvard and Richmond present material relevant to other'

courses in other departments
(Harvard to a greater extent. than

Richmond) . At Harvard, "program officials altered the course

format this year to give all students 'the choice of seven separate

sections, each oriented toward a different field" --an alteration

which has received extremely favorable student response.33

While institutions such as Virginia allow only a maximum of

200 pages outside reading per semester, Chicago requires virtually

no reading, employing a rhetoric text in only one section. Such

a practice is consistent with editing approaches, which tend to

mirtmfze reading because they generate their own content: (student

essays). Some reading may be useful, however, and Piedmont

maintains- a file of short essays for specific techniques and-

problems.
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Schedule

To some degree, scheduling questions are related to quantity

or complexity of content and to the arranged meetings between

students and instructors. Scheduling, in other words, sets the

parameters for laying out content. A comprehensive literary

approach may extend over three sequenced quarters, as at VPI, or

it may be confined to a one -semester course.
Institutions may

have course-prescribed class meetings for lecture and discussion,

and arrange individual or small group conferences only when

necessary (as at Stanislaus or. Richmond) . On the other hand,

conferences may be institutionally-mandated.
Maryland schedules

two, and Chicago three, mandatory conferences per semester.

William & Mary requires individUal consultation every two weeks.

At both Virginia and Washington & Lee, conferences are considered

more important than classes. Process editing at Piedmont, a

conference-based system, structures mini-conferences during

actual classes. Inadditionl instructors spend many hours each

week meeting with individual students. Mary Baldwin requires

students to attend mandatory "writing" labs, and Virginia and

Yale have similar labs, designated as "drop-in," available ta

any students desiring editorial assistance. As can be seen,

conferences are fast becoming the primary method for- coping

with student writing problems.

Beyond these sorts of course or conference related mechanics

lies another curricular matter that is a function of both content

and schedule--the relationship between
composition and other

subjects in_ the curriculum. The content aspect has been mentioned

above in reference to Harvard's multidisciplinary approach.
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The seven expository writing courses offered by Harvard are litera-

ture, History, Fiction, News, Natural Scienc es, Social Studies, and

Theory and Practice of Writing. Harvard also hopes to institute

an. elaborate computer referral system by which students from other

departments can be offered assistance in writing. Such a system.

would be a sophisticated version of the present referral system,

one which depends for success on the uncertain variable of inter-

action between various departments. Virginia and Washington & Lee

have referral services of this nature, soliciting references from

faculty members in other departments. Tutors are furnished when.

needed. The referral system thus involves preliminary diagnosis

regarding the need for treatment, as well as implicit certification

by other departments.

Certification

Certification-related
issues can be staggering in their

complexity and are certainly worthy of serious attention, since

course and program goals are intrinsic to all certification.

Programs with considerable reading goals obviously must evaluate

and certify with regard to the student's thought about the

reading, as well as to his writing performance. However, in

general, evaluation standards are a most contentious area, as

research has shown.34 Standards may ranre from a quantitative

system for automatically grading
mechanical, errors to a quali-

tative and subjective assessment by the instructor. Grades may

be based upan whole series of objective tests or merely upon one

term paper. While traditionalists may advocate rigorous standards,

proponents of a more "radical" philosophy may opt for little, if

3
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any, evaluation.

One major problem with evaluation, in all cases, is to achieve

a high degree of objective standardization. In this respect, many

institutions prescribe standards for course evaluation. WI

presents its students with an explicit statement of departmental

guidelines for evaluation. Behavioral objectives are specified

and grading criteria listed. The broad objective for Ehglish. 1121,

for instance, is "to cultivate in the student an understanding of

the various types of non-fiction prose; to develop the student's

ability to write non-fiction prose (5-required writing assign-

ments)," and the criterion for a grade of "C" is as follows:

The average paper will receive a grade of C. It has

a central idea organized clearly enough to convey its

purpose to the reader. It avoids serious errors is

the use of English. It may, in fact, 11.ve few cor-

rection marks on it, but it lacks the vigor of thought

and expression which would entitle it to above average

rating.35

Maryland has similar "rule-of-thumb tests" for grading student

papers. Formulated by Betsy Cohn, these basically fall into four

categories: 1. "Check for a clearly stated thesisif a paper

has no TS, it pr.eobably cannot receive higher than a C-"; 2.

"check each paragraph for its structure, for topic sentences with

controlling idea, development, logical sequence of development";

3. "check dictionlevels of generality, etc."; 4. "chedk the

introduction paragraph,-does it establish a need for the paper

to be written? an inadequate intro. is a test for a B paper."36

'While Piedmont's instructors confer regularly but informally

during the quarter to discuss evaluation, William & Mary schedules

meetings for its instructors to develop a consensus. Maryland
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presents a course specifical4 for its "T. graders," English

611. Richmond publishes grade distribution statistics for, all

instructors, thus encouraging at least a quantitative basis for

consensus.

Our findings indicate that, in general, most

emphasize expository prose (as at Stanislaas, Chicago, or William

& Mary), competel in prose (Maryland), or direct, simple prose

(Washington & Lee). E. D. Hirsch's informal ste'emeat, on the

ideology and aims of the ENWR 1 program at Virginia is revealing

in this context:

The aims of the course have been set for us by the

Faculty of Arts and Sciences not by the English.

iDepartment. Cur colleagues in Arts and Sciences

have made it the only required course in the curri-

culum. Those of us who recall their deliberations

before the vote Yemen-er that they wished mainly to

ensure an acceptable level of student writing in

examinations, lab reports, short papers and term

papers. Whatever our view of this utilitarian

goal, we should recognize that it is a goal shared

also by moot of our students. We are the profes-

sional servants of these twp interest groups, Tahc,

in this case, share more or less the same ideology

. « . One difficulty we have always faced is

that nobody has defined what °acceptable writing"

means when applied to exams, lab reports, and

course papers. . . What our colleagues really

want, of course, is writing that is less painful

and depressing for them to read. Acceptable prose

in course papers really means readable pzo.se. The

aim of the course is to teach the &Ill Our
emphasis] of writing readable prose.if

Harvard students eathusiasticary support a similar idea la their

report on composition:

E1pository Writing is, after all, above all a

writing course; the special topics serve merely as

foci for the students' writing. It therefore seems

unnecessary that the instructors be experts in any

particular specialized areasi_they need only be

skilled in teaching writing.ib
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The point is unequivocal: writing is a Skill that students

wish to acquire. Writing skills, therefore, should be taught, and

clearly, if the program is coherent, it is writing skills that

should be the primary object of evaluation and certification.

Certification functions at the beginning of a course and

throughout the semester, as well as being a ticket for graduation.

In the sense of negative certification, SAT or other objective

test ve:',a1 scores can be sufficient for either certification or

guaranteed entry into a composition course. Chicago and Maryland

supplement objective tests with their own local diagnostic essays.

Numerous colleges have an in-course diagnostic essay at the begin-

ning of a course, which operates to establish objectives for each

individual. J. Sergeant Reynolds employs a pre-test/post-test

design; the post-test, coming at the end of a course, can be

compared systematically to the pre-test, thus establishing a well-

controlled procedure for determining how much students have

actually learned. Maryland structures grammatical objectives

with the use of competency exams the student must pass in order

to pass the course.

Because evaluation during a course is part of the necessary

process toward the final stamp of approval, certification must be

retarded as a complex process encompassing instructional strategy.

At present, we not investigate this matter. in depth, although

it is worthy of further study. However, the entire concept of

certification not only implies a necessary coherence from aims

and goals through content and instruction to final outcomes, but

it also invites consideration of how broad limits should be

extended for aims and content.
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Student response represents clientele
certification of the

product and can have considerable impact on the curricular sub

system. Student demand at Harvard, channeled through the Freshman

Committee on Expository Writing, was the single dominant factor

leading to the formation of multidisciplinary content-based

writing courses (see pp. 33 and 35). Chicago, which had eliminated

freshman composition courses ten years ago, reinstated them this

year., largely as the result of student demand. In fact, the

freshman composi*ton program at Chicago is scheduled for expansion

next year. Yale found such a demand for expository writing that

eight of its fifteen sections in composition had an expository

emphasis. Virginia, Richmond, and William & Mary have formal

course evaluation systems. Mary Baldwin,s program is ',heavily

dependent" upon student response and demand, and, since the college

shifted to an essay models approach, students "indicate that they

are getting more out of the course that they can ur."39

While some institutions did not reply concerning student_

reaction, others found an absence of any student response substantial

enough to note-- this is at least certification by default, for if

there wer-, major problems, discontent, would undoubtedly surface.

In other cases, however, neither satisfaction nor dissatisfaction

can be posited with any degree of certainty. Ideally, a compre

hensive survey of composition curricula would make some provisions

for surv.ying student demand, response, and influence.



Change

Student opinion, far from being the only impetus for changer

is just one factor that bears a relationship to the ferment charac-

terisitc of the discipline as a whole. Three major curricular

shifts are discernible from our findings: from literature-based

approaches toward essay models, from essay models toward editing,

and the increasing emphasis, already mentioned, on conferences

as the primary method for dealing with student writing problems.

The trend toward conferences is related to the trend toward

editing and can be viewed, in part, as a function of it.

Schools with literary approaches do make some allowance, if

informal, far conferences; however, several which teach litera-

ture in composition courses have recently reassessed their programs.

Mary Baldwin, for instance, has "abandoned the effort to teach

creative literature in the composition course, and Lhas7 become

more orthodox and conservative in teaching writing, assigning

much less rarefied subjects than previously." 4 Yale's freshman

composition has traditionally been literary but, according to the

Director of Undergraduate Studies, Paula Johnson, "At this moment

of time, Yale simply doesn't have an English composition program.

All we have is an as yet uncoordinated collection of plans and

proposals."44 However, as previously mentioned, Yale is revising

its program and, from the concern shown by professors such as

Ms. Johnson:, it would seem that the program would be soundly

formulated and implemented. Washington & Lee, also traditionally

literary., now emphasizes student proficiency in composition.

William & Mary is in the fifth year of its change from a combined

essay and literature approach to a combined essay and pre-/post,
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editing program.

The University of Virginia has moved from a melange of approaches

five years ago (including everything from "grammar" to "radical")

through a more essay-oriented stage to an editing approach empha-

sizing conferences. Some sections of freshman composition have no

scheduled class meetings, consisting entirely of individual tuto-

rials. Harvard has engineered a twofold change in its composition

curriculum: the first has been away from literature toward con-

tent relevant to other disciplines, and the second has been tr,

de-emphasize content, somewhat and discuss student. papers (which_

represents a shift toward editing). The Harvard program is still

involved in self-exploration and re-definition, so that the final

picture has not yet emerged with any sense of clarity. Piedmont,

the only school to attempt process editing, has just adopted the

approach during the currentyear, and it still rotains some of the

aims of its previously essay-based program.

This completes the description of our findings. The final

section of our paper will present a brief summary of the more

basic conclusions to be drawn from the findings.

CONCLUSIONS

Major identifiable trends in composition teaching, as we

have presented them, may be understood in terms of Dr. Samuel E.

Kellamst chart, Summary of Curricular Models 42 The literary.

approach fits the technocratic model in that students are con-'

sidered to be apprentice experts in the critical profession and

are taught, essentially, techniques of literary scholarship.



Essay models, with their rhetorical background, fall into the

traditional category because they transmit an ancient cultural

heritage in addition to emphasizing discipline of the rind.

Editing approaches are clearly related to the neo -progressive

movement because of their co-operative reflection upon direct

experience. The trends we observed, then, represent two move-

ments in terms of the curricular modelsi from technocratic ta

traditional, and from traditional to neo-progressive.

Such categorizing. of the approaches to composition may be

disputed. The literary approach in particular would seem to be

traditional because of its content. Our point, however, is that

a distinction must be made between the literary selections them-

selves and literary criticism. In one sense, the method (criti-

cism) applied to the content (literature) subsumes it, forming in

turn its own content (literary criticism). Students are taught

writing in accordance with A
specific genre and not as a more

general skill. Thus, literary criticism is more clearly related

to the technocratic nature of scholarly method than it is to

the humanistic and broaA nature of the traditional method.

A similar point may be made concerning editing approaches.

They are technological in their attempt to develop writing as a

skill., but they are traditional in that most of the skills relating

to writing, other than grammar, are of a conceptual nature invol-

ving exercise and discipline of the mind.

What we are trying to make clear in the above classification

are areas of emphasis in actual content, in the sense that Axelrod

uses the term. Conclusions concerning the composition curriculum

may also be drawn in relation to Axelrod's other two terms, zhedule



and certification. For those institutions that wish to maintain a

contentcentered approach.(literary or disciplinary), the scheduling

of more conferences could well prove to be a viable solution, as

well as a commendable move toward individualizing instruction.

Obvious results would appear sooner, we feel, if content external

to the actual writing itself were deemphasized at the same time

that more conferences were scheduled -- though certainly this is an

area for further study. In any case, better publicized "dropin"

labs and more formalized and required referral services are defi

nite,. positive, and _easible steps almost any program might take

to cope with complaints about the quality of student writing.

Obviously, if the need is for better writing, writing should

be taught and writing should be evaluated and certified. seec,,-

cally, each institution should conduct interdepartmental seminars

for evaluating typical student papers at each grade level from each

department in order to negotiate, establish, or reaffirm certifi

cation.standards. Standing committees should be formed to oversee

the process. Also, if evaluation of mechanics and grammar is

endemic to certification, then grammar and mechanics must be taught,

or at least scheduled, in a manner that does not burden the needy

student with too much extra work oahis own not only might the

work disrupt his schedule, but the type of student who needs

improvement in this respect would probably-be better off working

in a class or with an instructor.

In other words,
certification--considered as part of a co -

ceptual system defining curriculum--exerts a pressure for coherence

among all other elements in the system. All elemits must. fit

together as a coherent whole in order to meet, the criteria de-
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manded for certificationlbecause it is only in achieving certifi-

cation that such elements are actually realized.

It appears now that the most basic research is yet to be done.

The relationship of thought to the various communicative modes

involving language is not, at present, understood in a manner

directly relevant to writing. Clearly, if writing is to be taught

as a akill, the abstractions must net obscure the specific tasks

which still. must be identified and defined.
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APPENDIX A

ENGLISH COMPOSITION QUESTIONNAIRE

The following questions should be answered as fully as possible and

and supplemented with whatever
documentary evidence you can supply (i. e.

course descriptions, syllabi, lecture outlines, essay topics, exams, or

evaluation guidelines). Please do not feel you response should be limited

to the space provided on the form. Documentary material, as well as such

items as student notes, essays, or exams may prove invaluable. We realize

that we are asking a great deal of you; however, in order that productive

research in English composition begin, your cooperation is crucial.

1. What goals have you set for your composition program?

GOALS AND AIMS

2. What texts do you employ? Do these texts emphasize grammar,

rhetorical principles, essay models, or some other aspect of composition?

TEXTS AND EMPHASIS

3. How much reading is assigned? How is reading coordinated with

various writing assignments?

RELATION BETWEEN READING AND WRITING ASSIGMENTS

4, To what extent is class time employed for each of the following:

Lecture? Discussion? Reading? Writing? Revision? Student evaluation?

Film viewing? Other?

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

5. How are a student's specific writing problems determined? Are

mandatory conferences scheduled for students?

CONFERENCES AND DIAGNOSIS

6. What procedures and guideline do you follow for evaluating student

performance?

EVALUATION
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7. 'Are essay topics coordinated with other courses at your college?

COORDINATION AND REFERRALS

8. Have there been any substantial changes at your college in the approach

to composition teaching during the past five years? the past ten years?

CHANGES

9. Has there been a noticeable student response to different methods

of teaching composition? Are innovative techniques encouraged in the classroom?

To what extent is your curriculum dependent upon student response or demand?

STUDENT RESPONSE
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APPE:DIX B

Unexplored Territory

Some questions which seem fundamental in the teaching and learn-

ing of written composition apparently have gone almost untouched by

careful research. This chapter concludes with a list of questions, not

considered previously in this chapter, which indicate areas in which

future investigators may wish to direct their efforts:

1. What kinds of situations and assignments at various levels of

schooling stimulate a desire to write well?

2. What do different kinds of students prefer to write about when

relieved of the expectations and requirements of teachers and

others?
3. What are the sources of fear and resentment of writing?

4. How do the kinds of writing which adults comp vary with

their occupations and other factors?
5. Wha; is the effect on writing of having the student compose

his paper for different kinds of readers?
6. At which levels of maturation does it seem appropriate to intro-

duce the various modes of discoursenarration, poetry, drama,

exposition, argument, and criticism?

7. What is the relative effectiveness of writing shorter and longer

papers at various levels of maturity and proficiency?

8. At which levels of maturatiou does it seem appropriate to intro-

duce the various rhetorical elements of writing?

9 What are the effects of various kinds and amounts of read!r.g,

on the quality and kinds of writing a person does?

10. What are the direct and indirect effects of particular sensory

experiences and guided observation upon writing?

11. At what stages of maturity do students spontaneously seek

specific help in improving particular aspects of writing, such as

specificity of details, transitions, parallel structure, i,nd meta-

phor?
12. At which levels of maturation can particular aspects of writing

most efficiently be learned?
13. Does the oral reading of rough drafts help the elementary school

child strengthen "sentence sense"? How does it?

14. What techniques of com-osition most effectively help build

self-discipline and pride a clarity, originality, and good form?

15. What procedures of te:Lching and learning composition are

most effective for pupils of low socioeconomic patterns?

16. What procedures of teaching and learning composition are

most effective for pupils learning to write English as a second

language?
17. Can study of the newer types of linguistics help writers?

18. Can formal study cf rhetorical theory or of logic help writers?

19. How is writing affected by exten,,ve study and imitation or

parody of models?
20. What forms of discourse have the greatest effect on other types

of writing? For example, does writing poetry help a writer of

reports?
21. What is involved in the act of writing?
22. How does a person go about starting a paper? What questions

must he answer for himself?
23. How does a writer generate sentences?

24 Of what does skill in writing really consist?
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